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Abstract
ゲs Anima旭 behavior is e旭icitedp in partp in response to externa旭 conditionsp but under､
standing how anima旭s perceive the environment and make the decisions that bring 
about these behaviora旭 responses is cha旭旭engings
ゴs Anima旭 heads often move during specific behaviors andp additiona旭旭yp typica旭旭y have 
sensory systems ｪnotab旭y visionp sme旭旭p and hearingｫ samp旭ing in defined arcs ｪnor､
ma旭旭y to the front of their headsｫs As suchp head､mounted e旭ectronic sensors con､
sisting of acce旭erometers and magnetometersp which can be used to determine the 
movement and directiona旭ity of anima旭 heads ｪwhere head wmovementx is defined 
here as changes in heading ｬazimuthｭ and｠or pitch ｬe旭evation ang旭eｭｫp can potentia旭旭y 
provide information both on behaviors in genera旭 and a旭so c旭arify which parts of 
the environment the anima旭s might be prioritizing ｪwenvironmenta旭 framingxｫs
ザs We propose a new approach to visua旭ize the data of such head､mounted tags that 
combines the instantaneous outputs of head heading and pitch in a sing旭e intuitive 
spherica旭 p旭ots This sphere has magnetic heading denoted by w旭ongitudex position 
and head pitch by w旭atitudex on this worientation spherex ｪO､sphereｫs
ジs We construct the O､sphere for the head rotations of a number of vertebrates 
with contrasting body shape and eco旭ogy ｪoryxp sheepp tortoisesp and turt旭esｫp i旭､
旭ustrating various behaviorsp inc旭uding foragingp wa旭kingp and environmenta旭 
scannings We a旭so propose correcting head orientations for body orientations to 
high旭ight specific heading､independent head rotationp and propose the derivation 
of O､sphere､metricsp such as angu旭ar speed across the spheres This shou旭d he旭p 
identify the functions of various head behaviorss
ズs Visua旭izations of the O､sphere provide an intuitive representation of anima旭 be､
havior manifest via head orientation and rotations This has ramifications for quan､
tifying and understanding behaviors ranging from navigation through vigi旭ance 
to feeding andp when used in tandem with body movementp shou旭d provide an 
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ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION
Anima旭 behavior may be viewed as a response to both interna旭 state 
and environmenta旭 conditionsp u旭timate旭y 旭eading to enhanced 旭ife､
time reproductive success ｪcfs Nathan et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫs Studies of be､
havior are many ｪHuntingfordp ゴグゲゴq Sih et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫp and there are 
a旭so extensive studies on how anima旭s behave and move accord､
ing to environmenta旭 circumstances ｪLeap ゴグゲズq Sne旭旭､Roodp ゴグゲザq 
Steinmeyerp Schie旭zethp Mue旭旭erp ｹ Kempenaersp ゴグゲグｫs Howeverp 
the process by which information is perceived from the environ､
ment by an anima旭 is 旭ess c旭ears Despite the rich and varied 旭itera､
ture on anima旭 sensory systems ｪA旭ip ゴグゲザq Dusenberyp ゲゾゾゴq Fay ｹ 
Tavo旭gap ゴグゲゴq Martinp ゴグゲゼｫp there is 旭itt旭e research on exact旭y how 
free､旭iving anima旭s orientate their sensory systemsp 旭ocated primari旭y 
on the headp toward areas in the environment of interest andp as a 
consequencep understanding the cues used by anima旭s in navigation 
continues to be cha旭旭enging ｪDoherty ｹ Drisco旭旭p ゴグゲ芦ｫs Howeverp 
the increasing use of head､ and eye､tracking techno旭ogy in captivity 
using head､mounted equipment ｪesgsp Wi旭旭iamsp Mi旭旭sp ｹ Guop ゴグゲゲｫ 
means that deve旭opments in techno旭ogy shou旭d now enab旭e us to 
examine the head movements of wi旭d anima旭ss Indeedp despite res､
ervations that such systems are 旭ike旭y to be suitab旭e for wi旭d anima旭s 
moving uninhibited in their natura旭 environment ｪDuchowskip ゴグゲゼｫp 
Kanop Wa旭kerp Sasakip and Biro ｪゴグゲ芦ｫ have a旭ready demonstrated 
the use of a head､tracking system on free､f旭ying homing pigeonsp 
whi旭e Kane and Zamani ｪゴグゲジｫ used head､mounted cameras to in､
vestigate how trained fa旭cons hunt prey using visua旭 motion cuess 
It therefore seems c旭ear that simi旭ar systems wi旭旭 be used on wi旭d 
anima旭s soon ｪKanop ゴグゲゾｫs This wi旭旭 be made more 旭ike旭y by the 
increasing number of studies using head､mounted techno旭ogy of 
any type on wi旭d anima旭sp inc旭uding head､mounted acce旭erometers 
and magnetometers to quantify foraging success ｪesgsp Kokubunp 
Kimp Shinp Naitop ｹ Takahaship ゴグゲゲq Watanabe ｹ Takahaship ゴグゲザq 
Ydesen et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫs Attempts to quantify how anima旭s might per､
ceive their environment seems to have begun with human､based 
approachesp most notab旭y eye､tracking techno旭ogy ｪDuchowskip 
ゴググゼq cfs Wi旭旭iams et a旭sp ゴグゲゲｫs The sophistication of such methods 
isp howeverp particu旭ar旭y cha旭旭enging for wi旭d anima旭sp so simp旭er sys､
tems based on headp rather than eyep orientation ｪWi旭sonp Ho旭tonp 
et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Wi旭sonp Normanp et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫ have proven usefu旭 on 
captivep but free､f旭yingp birds ｪKane ｹ Zamanip ゴグゲジq Kano et a旭sp 
ゴグゲ芦ｫs Indeedp these systems have revea旭ed important detai旭s about 
how homing pigeons a旭旭ocate their attention to the environments 
A旭though this techno旭ogy does not specifica旭旭y a旭旭ow researchers to 
pinpoint exact旭y where the eyes might be 旭ookingp because eyes can 
move re旭ative to the head within their socketsp it does show how 
the subject wframesx the environment ｪWi旭sonp Normanp et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs 
The extent to which the environment is framed shou旭d encompass 
everything perceived by the visua旭 systemp a旭though certain parts 
wi旭旭 receive more attention ｪduep esgsp to foveaｫs The orientation of 
the head thus determines which part of the environment is framed 
and therefore which part provides information from a visua旭 per､
spective ｪWi旭sonp Normanp et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs The environmenta旭 framing 
approach has particu旭ar va旭ue for wi旭d anima旭s because many species 
use mu旭tip旭ep comp旭ex sensory systems with a weighting that does 
not necessari旭y ref旭ect the high visua旭 bias apparent in humanss In 
this regardp many vertebrates have sensory systems mounted on the 
head with a preponderance orientated fronta旭旭ys Howeverp this is 旭ess 
important that appreciating the arcs over which vertebrate sensory 
systems operatep which may equa旭旭y be 旭atera旭旭y ｪcfs Martinp ゴグゲゼｫ 
and workers need to be cognisant of this in their interpretation of 
head orientations As such thoughp determination of head orientation 
using the wenvironmenta旭 framingx concept shou旭d prove particu旭ar旭y 
va旭uab旭e to the study of awareness in free､ranging anima旭ss Beyond 
thisp because head movement is symptomatic of behaviors not in､
vo旭ved with perception of the environmentp such as grazing in ungu､
旭ates ｪEnsing et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫ or disp旭ays in birds ｪTinbergen ｹ Moynihanp 
ゲゾズゴｫp quantification of head movement can he旭p define behaviors 
that might otherwise be difficu旭t to observe or even reso旭ve using 
body､mounted tags a旭one ｪWi旭son et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs
A particu旭ar difficu旭ty in the use of head orientation､determin､
ing systems ｪHODSｫp howeverp is that the data that are co旭旭ected 
represent the orientation of the head in more than one dimensions 
Specifica旭旭yp the data are made up of head heading ｪor azimuthｫ in 
one p旭ane and head pitch ｪa旭so ca旭旭ed e旭evation or dip ang旭eｫ in an､
otherp perpendicu旭ar to thiss Head ro旭旭 ｪbank ang旭eｫ is a third p旭anep 
a旭though it genera旭旭y changes gaze orientation minima旭旭y and is 旭ess 
旭ike旭y to be more important than heading and pitch in environmenta旭 
framing ｪbut see Kano et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs We propose that these metrics 
can be convenient旭y examined in a sing旭e spherica旭 visua旭ization that 
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we term the worientation spherex ｪO､sphereｫ ｪcfs simi旭ar representa､
tions for visua旭 fie旭d data ｪMartinp ゴグゲゼｫｫs Herep if we imagine that 
the spherica旭 p旭ot is represented by the Earthp the head heading is 
represented by the 旭ongitude whi旭e the head pitch is represented by 
the 旭atitudes Thusp any head orientation is represented on the sphere 
by a sing旭e point that can be defined in terms of 旭atitude and 旭ongi､
tude ｪhead pitch and head headingｫ and changes in head orientation 
wi旭旭 be represented by a trajectory across the spheres In this sing旭e 
visua旭izationp movement of the head can be inspected in a way that 
exp旭icit旭y 旭inks both pitch and heading together better than as in､
dependent visua旭izationss This same visua旭ization can a旭so be used 
to show the orientations of anima旭 bodiesp which can be used as a 
stand､a旭one method to aid in identification of behavior or to a旭旭ow 
correction for the body so that head orientation can be examined 
re旭ative to the bodys
We present the methodo旭ogy behind the bui旭ding and inter､
pretation of the O､sphere and propose metrics that can be de､
rived from these data to quantify the head movements in anima旭sp 
thereby he旭ping identify head､focussed behaviors and quantify 
behaviors invo旭ved in environmenta旭 framings As part of thisp we 
present a modified methodo旭ogyp deve旭oped from a recent旭y pub､
旭ished methodo旭ogyp to identify turns in movement paths ｪPotts 
et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs We i旭旭ustrate our concepts using data from head､ 
and body､mounted systems dep旭oyed on domestic sheep ｪOvis 
ariesｫp Arabian oryx ｪOryx leucoryxｫp 旭oggerhead turt旭es ｪCaretta 
carettaｫ undergoing rehabi旭itationp and wi旭d A旭dabra giant tortoises 
ｪAldabrachelys giganteanｫs
ゴ科 |科MATERIAL S AND METHODS
ゴsゲ科|科The head orientation､determining system
The head orientation､determining system ｪHODSｫ is based on the 
wDai旭y Diaryx ｪDDｫ tag presented by Wi旭sonp Shepardp and Liebsch 
ｪゴググ芦ｫp consisting primari旭y of a 旭ogging unit 旭inked to a tri､axia旭 
ｪorthogona旭 axesｫ acce旭erometer andp simi旭ar旭yp tri､axia旭 magnetom､
eter ｪa旭though a more sophisticated version incorporating gyros for 
very fast､moving anima旭s ｪJohnson ｹ Tyackp ゴググザｫ can a旭so be useds 
These tags are typica旭旭y used to record at frequencies of ゲグ Hz or 
greaters We assume that the tag is p旭aced on the head so that the 
three acce旭eration axes represent the 旭ongitudina旭 ｪsurgeｫ axisp the 
dorso､ventra旭 ｪheaveｫ axisp and the 旭atera旭 ｪswayｫ axis of the head ｪsee 
be旭owｫs Depending on the axis｠axes about which the tag is rotatedp 
rotation of the tag ｪheadｫ produces a change in the pitch ｪa旭so ca旭旭ed 
e旭evation or dipｫ ang旭e and｠or a change in the ro旭旭 ｪa旭so ca旭旭ed 旭atera旭 
inc旭inationｫ ang旭es
In the absence of ro旭旭p tag pitch ang旭e ｪand by extractionp head 
pitchｦsee be旭owｫ can be determined by taking a running mean of 
the 旭ongitudina旭 ｪsurgeｫ acce旭eration using a window of around ゴ s 
ｪShepard et a旭sp ゴググ芦ｫ and then taking the sine of the smoothed 
g､va旭ues ｪゲ g ┎ ゾs芦ゲ mss､ゴｫs Note that the re旭ationship between the 
g､va旭ue of acce旭eration and tag ang旭e fo旭旭ows a sine waves Thereforep 
the most accurate determinations of tag pitch ang旭e for va旭ues 
around the horizonta旭 ｪ┋ジズﾀ to ジズﾀｫ are derived by using the 旭ongi､
tudina旭 acce旭eration axis ｪbecause this is when the rate of change of 
g､va旭ue is greatest with respect to angu旭ar changeｫs When the tag 
ro旭旭s howeverp ca旭cu旭ation of its pitch is given by
where surgep heavep and sway are the acce旭eration va旭ues for those 
axess There are packages in Rp inc旭uding those of anima旭Track ｪFarre旭旭p 
Fuimanp ｹ Farre旭旭p ゴグゲザｫp and software inc旭uding DDMT ｪWi旭dbyte 
Techno旭ogiesp httpr｠｠wi旭db ytete chno旭 ogiesscom｠softw areshtm旭ｫ that 
ca旭cu旭ate both pitch and ro旭旭s Note that DDMT smooths the acce旭era､
tion channe旭s to determine pitch and ro旭旭 parameters for 旭eve旭旭ing the 
magnetometer data ｪsee be旭owｫs This a旭旭ows the a旭gorithm to remove 
any transients that might be present andp at the same timep better rep､




2) being c旭oser to ゲ g when measuring the 
device orientation compared to gravitys We note thoughp when anima旭s 
are turning so rapid旭y that they are subject to substantia旭 centripeta旭 
acce旭erationp that the acce旭eration vector magnitude may deviate ap､
preciab旭y from ゲ g making ca旭cu旭ations of pitch and ro旭旭 inva旭idp with 
knock､on consequences for derivation of heading ｪsee be旭owｫs
Tag heading is more comp旭exs Its ca旭cu旭ation uses a旭旭 tri､axia旭 data 
from the magnetometers and the acce旭erometers within the HODSs 
The headingp pitchp and ro旭旭 ca旭cu旭ation is based on the we旭旭､known 
wti旭t､compensated compassx a旭gorithms After correcting the magne､
tometry data for any hard｠soft iron offsets and distortionsp the ac､
ce旭erometer､derived pitch axis and the ro旭旭 axis are used to 旭eve旭 the 
magnetometer data to the ground p旭anes Heading can then be ca旭cu､
旭ated by using the magnetometer axes in the ground p旭anes Extensive 
detai旭 on the process is provided by numerous authors inc旭uding 
Bidder et a旭sp ｪゴグゲズｫ and Koop Sungp and Leep ｪゴググゾｫp and there is 
an R package ｪTrackReconstructionq Battai旭ep ゴグゲズｫ that undertakes 
this and a detai旭ed code provided by Liup Battai旭ep Tritesp and Zidek 
ｪゴグゲズｫs The fu旭旭 process of disentang旭ing heading from pitch and ro旭旭 
rep旭ies on spherica旭 trigonometry and is detai旭edp for examp旭ep in 
Benhamou ｪゴグゲ芦ｫs
ゴsゴ科|科Mounting the head orientation､
determining system
Idea旭旭yp the HODS shou旭d be set at the exact center of rotation of 
the mobi旭e ｪhead or bodyq see 旭aterｫ so that rotations do not produce 
trans旭ations Howeverp this is obvious旭y impractica旭 so workers shou旭d 
at 旭east mount the unit on the head in a rough旭y centra旭 positionp but 
so that the three orthogona旭 axes for both tri､axia旭 magnetometers 
and tri､axia旭 acce旭erometers a旭ign with the main orientation of the 
sku旭旭s Thusp one axis a旭igns with the 旭ongitudina旭 axis of the headp one 
with the dorso､ventra旭 axis of the headp and one with the 旭atera旭 axiss 
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Figure ゲｫs In our workp we used g旭ue to mount the HODS to the dor､
sa旭 surface of the head of the oryxp sheepp and turt旭e and Ve旭cro for 
the tortoise and used either g旭ue or a co旭旭ar to attach tags to anima旭sｷ 
bodies ｪSupporting information Sゲｫs G旭ue on旭y a旭旭ows HODS to be re､
tained unti旭 anima旭 fur is mo旭ted and thusp in the event that tagged 
anima旭s were not recapturedp wou旭d on旭y maintain devices on anima旭 
heads for a maximum period of one year a旭though this wou旭d norma旭旭y 
not exceed a few weekss
ゴsザ科|科Construction of the O､sphere
The heading data are represented by a circu旭ar p旭ot spanning グ･ザ葦グﾀ 
and this is enhanced by a further circu旭ar p旭ot running perpendicu､
旭ar旭y to show the head pitch ｪin degreesｫ corresponding to each head 
heading ｪSupporting information Sゴｫ ｪFigure ゴｫs Since anima旭s rare旭y 
have head pitches that are 旭ess than ┋ゾグﾀ ｪwhere esgsp the head 旭ooks 
back a旭ong and underneath the bodyｫ and exceed ゾグﾀ ｪwhere the 
head is inverted to 旭ook a旭ong the top of the bodyｫp the O､sphere 
p旭ot is an intuitive ザ､dimensiona旭 p旭ot that high旭ights head orienta､
tion with respect to heading and pitchs
In additionp because the data on the O､sphere can be subject 
to occ旭usion and over､p旭ottingp extended time periods can be rep､
resented on the O､sphere using a wDubaix p旭ot ｪWi旭son et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs 
This shows point density over the surface of the sphere in the form 
of variab旭e radiating height barsp where 旭ength is proportiona旭 to 
point density ｪFigure ゴdｫs To do thisp the surface of the O､sphere 
is tesse旭旭ated into facetsp within which the number of data points is 
summed to inform the bar height metrics ｪfor detai旭s on this process 
see Wi旭son et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs
ゴsジ科|科Identifying turning points in head orientation
Within environmenta旭 framingp the orientation of the head directs 
sensory systems to derive input from a particu旭ar part of the envi､
ronment and two head behaviors have been recognized as impor､
tant in this for humansq wscanningpx and wobject fixationx ｪWi旭sonp 
Normanp et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs Scanning invo旭ves head rotation in the pitch 
and｠or yaw axes whi旭e fixation resu旭ts in no head movement for a 
defined period ｪB旭ascheck et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫp during which information is 
gained from an object or area of interestr The points at which scan､
ning changes direction or becomes a fixation can be considered to be 
turning points on the O､spheres
In order to identify head､based scanning and turning points 
ｪrather than overa旭旭 ｬhead and bodyｭ movementsｫp both body and 
head orientation shou旭d be derived using compass ti旭t､compensated 
systems ｪbased on mathematica旭 expressions re旭ating yaw and pitch 
to the orthodromic arc size ｪBenhamoup ゴグゲ芦ｫｫs We notep thoughp 
that most terrestria旭 anima旭s on the ground have a bank ang旭e c旭ose 
to グﾀ together with a restricted pitch ang旭es To identify such turn､
ing points of the headp independent of the overa旭旭 body movementp 
we first identify turning points in the head and the body separate旭yp 
each in ザ､dimensiona旭 orientation space defined by head pitch and 
headings Recent work has quantified turning ang旭es in the heading 
p旭ane to define decision points in the movement paths The a旭gorithm 
for turning point identification is derived from the a旭gorithm for in､
ferring ゴD turning points from Potts et a旭sp ｪゴグゲ芦ｫp but modified for 
ザD datas We s旭ide a window of size W across a bivariate time se､
ries consisting of both heading and pitchs At each point i  in time 
seriesp the Squared Spherica旭 Standard Deviation ｪSSSDｫ across the 
s旭iding window is ca旭cu旭ateds The SSSD is a version of variance that 
accounts for the spherica旭 geometry and genera旭izes the squared 
circu旭ar standard deviation ｪesgsp Berensp ゴググゾｫs More precise旭yp for 








 where h1,… ,hN are 
the headings and p1,… ,pN are the pitch ang旭esp the SSSD across the 



























p and ┑xi┒p ┑yi┒p ┑zi┒ arep respective旭yp the 


































ｪper forcep W must be an even integerｫs
Fo旭旭owing Potts et a旭sp ｪゴグゲ芦ｫp we define a spike in the SSSD of a 
bivariate time series to be a contiguous set of points where the SSSD 
is above the g旭oba旭 means The midpoint of a spike is defined to be a 
candidate turning points This set of candidate turning points is then 
refined further by removing any points where the turn is 旭ess than a 
thresho旭d ang旭e threshp in an identica旭 fashion to the method of Potts 
et a旭sp ｪゴグゲ芦ｫs
To i旭旭ustrate the methodp we identified turning points in the ori､







F I G U R E  ゲ 科 P旭acement of a head orientation､determining 
system ｪHODSｫ on the head of an ungu旭ate such as a sheeps The 
tag contains orthogona旭旭y p旭aced tri､axia旭 acce旭erometers and 
magnetometers that shou旭d be a旭igned to represent the main axes 
of the head corresponding to the 旭ongitudina旭 ｪsurgeｫ axisp the 
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respective旭ys These turning points were defined over a ジグ event 
ｪcorresponding to ゲ s since the tags were recording at ジグ Hzｫ window 
and at a thresho旭d of ザグ degrees turns
ザ科 |科RESULTS
ザsゲ科|科Head orientation with a static anima旭 body
The O､sphere visua旭izations provided an intuitive representation of 
head orientationp which is especia旭旭y apparent when the anima旭 is 
static but the head actives For examp旭ep in the case of the foraging 
A旭dabra tortoisep time series p旭ots of the carapace､attached tag ｪre､
cording at ジグ Hzｫ show extreme旭y 旭itt旭e change in body posture or 
orientation and yet over the same time periodp a head､mounted tag 
ｪsamp旭ing at ジグ Hzｫ showed extensive rotation in pitch and heading 
ｪFigure ザｫs When visua旭ized on the O､spherep this variation in head 
orientation becomes c旭ears Specifica旭旭yp the head tended to operate 
between 旭eve旭 and negative pitch whi旭e the head heading moved over 
some ゲ葦グ°s The movements of the head are due to the anima旭 extend､
ing its neck 旭eft and rightp and down and upp to exp旭oit the vegetation 
within reach with minima旭 movement of the bodys This demonstrates 
how the f旭exibi旭ity of the neck of this speciesp a旭旭ows it to gain energy 
without paying the extensive power costs associated with moving the 
body ｪcfs Wi旭son et a旭sp ゴグゲゼｫs
ザsゴ科|科Head orientation with a dynamic anima旭 body
Movement of the head is not the on旭y mechanism by which an anima旭 
can orientate its sensory system to frame the environment because 
the body a旭so p旭ays a ro旭es In our examp旭e anima旭sp the O､spheres 
of the heads of moving anima旭s typica旭旭y had greater variabi旭ity 
than those of stationary anima旭sp and this is shown by comparison 
of feeding between the A旭dabra tortoise and the 旭oggerhead turt旭e 
ｪFigures ザ and ジｫs Both species had high旭y active headsp but the dy､
namism of the turt旭e head O､sphere was partia旭旭y due to the move､
ment of the body as we旭旭 as that of the headp with the u旭timate head 
orientation effective旭y depending on the body orientation and the 
head orientation with respect to the bodys According旭yp in the turt旭e 
examp旭ep the orientation of the head c旭ear旭y showed greater range of 
pitch than the body ｪFigure ジｫs
ザsザ科|科Turn points in the head movement
We noted that head O､spheres manifest three primary wbehav､
iorssx The first of these was wfixationsx ｪB旭ascheck et a旭sp ゴグゲジｫp 
these fixations being particu旭ar旭y apparent in Dubai p旭ots of the 
O､sphere ｪFigure ズｫs Second旭yp especia旭旭y when fixations were 
shortp heads showed wtransitionsx between fixationsp where the 
head moved from one point on the O､sphere to another ｪesgs 
F I G U R E  ゴ 科 Representation of the orientation sphere ｪO､sphereｫr When the HODS is p旭aced on a 旭eve旭 surface with zero pitch and rotated 
about its vertica旭 axisp the O､sphere consists of a ring of data at the equator ｪthe 旭ightest､b旭ue ring in ｪaｫｦpoints are co旭ored by pitch with 
warmer co旭ors increasing旭y deviating from zero degreesｫs Repeating this process at various ang旭es of pitch in ゲグ､degree increments produces 
arcs at 旭ower and higher 旭atitudes ｪb旭ue to red arcsp respective旭yp in ｪap bｫ ｬhigh旭ighting pitch changesｭp and ｪcｫ ｬhigh旭ighting heading changesｭｫs 
ｪdｫ These same data can a旭so be represented on the O､sphere as a histogram ｪa ｷDubai p旭otｷｫp which depicts the time､based O､sphere usages 
In this representationp co旭ors have been added to the ends of the bars to he旭p differentiate the height and enhance an understanding of the 
ザD visua旭ization
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angu旭ar ve旭ocities were around medians of cas ジs葦ﾀ｠s ｪinterquar､
ti旭e range ｪIQRｫ 葦sゲｫ for feeding tortoises and ジs葦ﾀ｠s ｪIQR ゲゲsゾｫ for 
feeding turt旭esｫs Fina旭旭yp wscansx occurredp where the head moved 
continuous旭yp and re旭ative旭y s旭ow旭y ｪesgsp median angu旭ar ve旭oci､
ties were cas ズsゴﾀ｠s ｪIQR ゼsゲｫ for wa旭king sheepｫ across the spheres 
These movements typica旭旭y occurred either horizonta旭旭y or verti､
ca旭旭y and cou旭dp for examp旭ep osci旭旭ate from one side to the others 
The change､point approach described above readi旭y high旭ighted 
patterns of head movementp both for anima旭 activity in genera旭 
ｪFigure 葦p cfs Figure ズｫ and for specific sty旭ized movements such as 
head movement during wa旭king ｪsee 旭aterｫs
The interp旭ay of the body､ with respect to the head direction､
a旭ity in O､sphere p旭ots is usefu旭 in cases where heading is specif､
ica旭旭y re旭evant ｪgrazing being oneｦFigure ザｫ but superf旭uous and 
旭iab旭e to hide patterns in otherss This is because variation in anima旭 
orientation with respect to North may superimpose patterns indic､
ative of behavior as the anima旭 rotatess To remove this inf旭uencep 
where recordedp the body heading ｪderived using the ti旭t､compen､
sated compassｫ can be simp旭y subtracted from the head heading to 
give head yaw on the wbody re旭ative O､spheresx This negates anima旭 
body directiona旭ity and makes particu旭ar patterns from sty旭ized be､
haviorsp such as wa旭kingp more apparent ｪFigure ゼｫs
ジ科 |科DISCUSSION
Head pitch and heading ｪinc旭uding changes in these two param､
etersｫ high旭ights many behaviors c旭ear旭y and we suggest that the 
O､sphere he旭ps in visua旭ization and interpretationp most particu旭ar旭y 
because it integrates heading｠yaw with pitchs For the convenience 
F I G U R E  ザ 科 Body and head orientation of an A旭dabra tortoise over ゴグ min derived using carapace､ and head､mounted tags ｪcorrected for 
a wpitch､upx ang旭ed carapace､mounted tag to read グﾀ when the anima旭 was 旭eve旭 but showing s旭ight wpitch､downx attitude due to the anima旭 
feeding on an inc旭ineｫs ｪaｫ shows a time series of tri､axia旭 acce旭erometer ｪAccｫ and magnetometer ｪMagｫ data whi旭e ｪbｫ shows the same data 
reso旭ved into pitch and yaw and p旭otted onto O､spheress ｪcｫ shows p旭anar p旭ots of the O､sphere to a旭旭ocate pitch and heading more easi旭y as 
separate entitiess To aid visua旭izationp points are co旭ored by pitchp with warmer co旭ors increasing旭y deviating from the horizonta旭 at グﾀs Note 
that the body moves 旭itt旭e whi旭e the head covers a pitch range in excess of ゾグﾀp predominant旭y directed downp and a heading difference of 
about ゲ葦グﾀ
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of this workp behaviors may be grouped intoq ｪiｫ wgenera旭 behaviorspx 
which range from extended static positions during esgs s旭eep ｪwith 
O､sphere Dubai p旭ots manifesting sing旭ep high bar histogramsq cfs 
Figure ズｫ to repetitive movement across the O､sphere esgs as oc､
curs in feeding ｪapparent in our tortoise studyp Figure ザeｫ or dur､
ing sty旭ized disp旭ays ｪesgsp Hesterp Gordonp Bai旭旭iep ｹ Tappinp ゲゾゾゾq 
P爾riquet et a旭sp ゴグゲグｫp which may be particu旭ar旭y conventiona旭ized in 
birds ｪFrithp ゲゾゾゴｫ and ｪiiｫ behavior associated with environmenta旭 
framingp manifesting scanning and fixations ｪcfs Figure ズｫs As with 
sty旭ized disp旭aysp such environmenta旭 framing is 旭iab旭e to be short､
termp resu旭ting in transitions across the O､sphere interspaced with 
fixations ｪFigure ズｫ ｪWi旭sonp Normanp et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫs These can be seen 
and inspected on the O､sphere butp most important旭yp the O､sphere 
specifica旭旭y provides a p旭atform from which metrics of particu旭ar be､
haviors can be defineds These inc旭udep but are not 旭imited top rates 
of change of pitch｠heading across the O､sphere ｪcfs Figure ゼｫp the 
F I G U R E  ジ 科 O､sphere visua旭izations of a foraging 旭oggerhead turt旭e over ゴグ min during a series of feeding experiments in circu旭ar tanks 
ｪranging from ゴ to 葦 m in diameter with a water depth of グsゾズ mｫs ｪaｫ shows a旭旭 data for both the body ｪtag attached to the carapaceｫ and the 
head with ｪbｫ showing p旭aner views of the same data to high旭ight pitch and heading variations ｪcｫ shows the detai旭 for each of four events 
where the anima旭 was consuming green crabs ｪCarcinus maenasｫ 旭ocated at random 旭ocations and presented at ズ､min interva旭ss To aid 
visua旭izationp 旭ine is co旭ored by pitchp with warmer co旭ors increasing旭y deviating from the horizonta旭 at グﾀs Note how body pitch is constrained 
compared to the head that was particu旭ar旭y pitched down to access the crab on the tank bottom
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F I G U R E  ズ 科 Two O､spheres depicting the same cas ザ min of Arabian oryx head behaviors The 旭eft､hand sphere c旭ear旭y shows that the 
anima旭 rotated through ザ葦グﾀ ｪcirc旭es of points running between N､W､E in the diagramｫ but that more time was spent facing particu旭ar 
headingss The right､hand sphere shows the same data in a wDubaix p旭otp which reso旭ves superimposed data into histograms that make c旭ear 









F I G U R E  葦 科 Turning points on the O､sphere identified using the SSSD､spike method ｪsee textｫ app旭ied to a ゲ葦グ､min dataset of a sheep 
fitted with head and body tags performing different behaviors ｪmovingp resting and grazingｫs Row ｪaｫ shows a circu旭ar p旭ot for head heading 
with time deve旭opment represented by increasing radius ｪwith ye旭旭ow showing head pitched downp through orange and red to purp旭e 
showing head INCREASINGLY pitched upｫp ｪbｫ shows the same data on O､spheres whi旭e ｪcｫ shows the head and body headings over time in a 
conventiona旭 p旭ots In ｪcｫp the turn points in the head ｪgreen circ旭esｫ genera旭旭y concur with the turn points in the body ｪb旭ue circ旭esｫ except for 
those points in ye旭旭ow which high旭ight turn points of the head that are not mirrored by the bodys Note how few ye旭旭ow points occur when the 
anima旭 is resting compared to moving ｪwhen the sheep scans the environment and fixates on re旭evant parts as it trave旭sｫ
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rates of change of pitch｠heading with respect to co､ordinates on 
the O､sphere ｪFigure ゼｫp probabi旭istic occupation of certain co､or､
dinates on the O､sphere ｪFigures ズ and ゼｫp the tempora旭 sequence 
of trajectories across the O､sphere ｪFigure ゼｫp the co､ordinates of 
turn points ｪFigure 葦ｫp and the 旭ength of stationary periods on the 
O､sphere ｪFigure ズｫs Such an approach provides important discrimi､
natory metrics to machine､旭earning methods ｪesgsp Random Forests 
ｪBreimanp ゴググゲｫｫp but a旭so to Boo旭ean methods for identifying be､
haviors ｪWi旭son et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫ and shou旭d increase the number of be､
haviors that can be re旭iab旭y iso旭ated using data from anima旭､attached 
tagss Of particu旭ar va旭ue is the abi旭ity to define sty旭ized head move､
ments precise旭ys These inc旭ude for examp旭ep feeding ｪHester et a旭sp 
ゲゾゾゾｫp vigi旭ance ｪP爾riquet et a旭sp ゴグゲグｫp acquisition of socia旭 informa､
tion ｪCo旭agross ｹ Cockburnp ゲゾゾザｫ and navigation ｪCaduff ｹ Timpfp 
ゴググ芦ｫs At the same timep examination of the O､sphere shou旭d a旭旭ow 
workers to have more intuitive contact with the data than might 
occur with machine､旭earning a旭ones
ジsゲ科|科Varying the 旭ength of time of the O､sphere 
representation
The va旭ue of the O､sphere as a visua旭ization too旭 depends criti､
ca旭旭y on the 旭ength of time covered in any particu旭ar visua旭izations 
Shorter periods c旭ear旭y show transient head behavior we旭旭p but this 
becomes 旭ess apparent with increasing time interva旭ss The specific 
旭engths of time to achieve particu旭ar objectives wi旭旭 a旭so depend 
on the study anima旭 ｪtortoises obvious旭y move their heads s旭ower 
than mamma旭sｫs Since the 旭ength of fixations on the O､sphere is 
旭ike旭y to indicate whether anima旭s are inspecting sites of interest 
within the environment ｪcfs Wi旭sonp Normanp et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫp resting or 
for examp旭ep ruminating ｪsomething that is considered particu旭ar旭y 
prob旭ematic to identify using tag techno旭ogy ｪdi Virgi旭iop Mora旭esp 
Lambertuccip Shepardp ｹ Wi旭sonp ゴグゲ芦ｫｫp we suggest that workers 
separate wactivex from winactivex periods ｪWatanabep Izawap Katop 
Ropert､Coudertp ｹ Naitop ゴググズｫs This can be done effective旭y if an 
additiona旭 body､mounted tag records acce旭eration ｪesgsp Wi旭son et a旭sp 
ゴググ芦ｫ so that for examp旭ep dynamic body acce旭eration ｪesgsp Qasem 
et a旭sp ゴグゲゴｫ can code for activity ｪBrownp Kaysp Wike旭skip Wi旭sonp ｹ 
K旭im旭eyp ゴグゲザｫs
ジsゴ科|科Body versus head movement for the O､sphere
Any activity that changes the orientation of the body wi旭旭 tend to 
change that of the head a旭though the head is usua旭旭y stabi旭ized to 
an appreciab旭e degree ｪPozzop Berthozp ｹ Lefortp ゲゾゾグｫs Important旭y 
thoughp simp旭e examination of head orientation using the O､sphere 
wi旭旭 tend to have greater 旭abi旭ity and trans旭ation of points across 
the O､sphere due to the signa旭 being a composite of the head and 
the body ｪcfs Figures ザ and ジｦbut see stabi旭ization of the head in 
birds ｪFrostp ゴググゾｫ and Kano et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs In additionp moving ani､
ma旭s norma旭旭y have particu旭ar reason to inspect the environment 
more thorough旭y than stationary ones ｪwhich may mean more short､
term fixations and higher transition ratesｫs This behavior he旭ps them 
move safe旭y through the environmentp both with respect to the bio､
mechanica旭 issues of moving over the terrain and the possibi旭ity of 
predation in an environment that is continuous旭y revea旭ing itse旭f as 
the anima旭 movess Interpretation of the patterns on the O､sphere 
need to bear this in mindp and workers may consider correcting 
F I G U R E  ゼ 科 Body re旭ativep time､based O､spheres showing how the visua旭ization high旭ights key features during ズ s of ｪaｫ grazing and ｪbｫ 
wa旭king by an Arabian oryxs The spheres show the head ang旭es with respect to the body ｪhead pitch and yawｫｦwhich takes true heading 
out of the O､spheres The spheres a旭so show the progression of time by having time start at a sphere radius of グp expanding out 旭inear旭y ｪcfs 
Figure 葦aｫs Fina旭旭yp the angu旭ar speed in the yaw axis is co旭or､coded with co旭der co旭ors showing s旭ower speeds ｪeach sphere co旭or codes within 
maximum 旭imits for the period shownｫs Note how each behavior is exemp旭ified by a sty旭ized trajectory across the O､sphere with a consistent 
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head､based heading ｪand pitchｫ with respect to that of the body 
ｪwhich cou旭d a旭so be represented by a re旭ative O､sphereｫ to compare 
head movement with that of the bodys Important旭y thoughp even if 
the O､sphere is considered without reference to the body orienta､
tionp the data shou旭d sti旭旭 indicate which parts of the environment are 
potentia旭旭y being examined by the anima旭 ｪas evident in the tortoise 
and turt旭e O､spheresq Figures ザ and ジｫs
ジsザ科|科The O､sphere and environmenta旭 context
Perhaps the most powerfu旭 use of the O､sphere becomes apparent 
when it is p旭aced into environmenta旭 contexts In a genera旭 sensep 
feeding behavior in some species re旭ates to the head dea旭ing with 
food 旭ower than the body ｪFigures ザ and ジｫp but modern anima旭､
attached techno旭ogy can use GPS systems or GPS､enab旭ed dead､
reckoning systems to give remarkab旭e detai旭 on an anima旭ｷs position 
in geo､referenced space ｪBidder et a旭sp ゴグゲズq Tomkiewiczp Fu旭旭erp 
Kiep ｹ Batesp ゴグゲグｫs At a coarse 旭eve旭p this approach can provide 
O､sphere metrics that can then be a旭旭ocated to environment types 
ｪcfs Figure 葦ｫp but at a more refined 旭eve旭 it may be possib旭e to de､
termine which features of the 旭andscape are being inspecteds For 
examp旭ep we might expect anima旭s to be more vigi旭ant ､ disp旭aying 
specific head orientation directed toward certain areas coup旭ed 
with characteristic movement behaviorｦin areas where predators 
can hide ｪdi Virgi旭io et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs Simi旭ar旭yp other behaviors which 
may be identified using an O､sphere approachp such as feeding 
ｪFigures ゴp ザp and 葦ｫ ｪdi Virgi旭io et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫp grooming ｪMooringp 
B旭umsteinp ｹ Stonerp ゴグゲジｫ and high旭y specia旭ized behaviorsp such 
as head shaking in primates ｪSchneiderp Ca旭旭p ｹ Lieba旭p ゴグゲグｫp cou旭d 
be a旭旭ocated to the specific geographica旭 areas where the behavior 
was disp旭ayeds
There are undoubted difficu旭ties with interpretation of HODS 
datap and the O､sphere is just one convenient and promising ap､
proachs Howeverp the potentia旭 in such systems for informing us 
about the features of the environment that might be affecting 
anima旭 behavior makes the subject area excitings A particu旭ar ex､
amp旭e might be a旭旭ocating fixations to specific points within the 
environment and then determining how the fine旭y reso旭ved anima旭 
track ｪesgsp Bidder et a旭sp ゴグゲズｫp or other behaviorp has changed ｪor 
notｫp as a resu旭t of the information gathered during such fixationss 
Indeedp the abi旭ity to trace the specific e旭ement of the environ､
ment that has driven the manifestation of a particu旭ar behavior is 
the next exciting step in 旭inking behavior and energy expenditure 
to circumstances
ズ科 |科CONCLUSIONS
Head､mounted tags from which head pitch and heading can be de､
ducedp produce much comp旭ex information which codes for the way 
the anima旭 frames the environment and behavess The O､sphere is 
an intuitive p旭ot that disti旭s outp and 旭inksp head heading and pitch in 
one ザD p旭otp which can be extended to ジ dimensions if time is intro､
duced as a radia旭 axisp and ズ dimensions if the trajectory across the 
O､sphere is co旭or､coded for angu旭ar speeds This enab旭es researchers 
to havep at oncep an impression of changes in behavior whi旭e provid､
ing metrics that can be used in conventiona旭 methods for identifying 
thems The specific strength of O､spheres in high旭ighting environ､
menta旭 framing behaviors as we旭旭 as other behavior types means that 
we may be nearing a time when we can specifica旭旭y 旭ink environmen､
ta旭 context to behaviora旭 responses
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